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Abstract. The article presents the results of the research, calculations and analyses 

conducted within the scope of the vibrations appearing in the fixtures of a single N10 

group track vehicle (classification as per NO-06-A103:2005). The aim of the research 

was to examine the vibrations appearing in a stabilised turret weapon system (armament 

system), as well as the device supplying power to it. The analyses were conducted in 

conformity with the requirements of the Polish NO-06-A103:2005 defence standard, as 

well as those of MIL-STD-810F. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Vibrations are one of the most important negative phenomena generated by 

systems and means of transportation. They are undesired phenomena that have  

a significant impact on the level of security, as well as on the degradation of the 

technical environment [1]. The assessment of the vibration levels affecting the 

human body is one of the most important indicators, reflecting the comfort of 

transportation [2]. [3] presents the assessment of the transportation comfort 

conditions of people in selected special-purpose vehicles. Failing to meet the 

criteria pertaining to human body exposition to vibrations resulting from the 

vehicle’s movement may lead to serious perception disturbances that may render 

the performance of operational activities difficult for the crew. [4] considers the 

optimisation of the suspension’s spring elements, adopting the criterion of 

minimising the vertical accelerations of the driver’s seat in relation to 8 hours of 

exposition to vibrations. The conditions of comfort, seat element optimisation, 

and the analysis of undesired interactions with the human body described in 

works [1-4] are important, but the operational readiness indicator must also be 

kept in mind [5], as the loss of combat readiness caused by overly-high vibrations 

can lead to damaging one of the main devices responsible for firing quality, i.e. 

the turret weapon system and its fixtures. 

The aim of the research was to examine the level of the vibrations appearing 

in stabilised turret weapon systems (armament systems) and the power supply 

units powering them (APU – Auxiliary Power Units), integrated with military 

track vehicles, therefore, in conformity with NO-06-A103:2005, vehicles 

belonging to the N10 group (concerning devices installed in tanks and in objects 

based on them). The requirements of the above-mentioned defence standards are 

very stringent, and the research method they propose is not suitable when it comes 

to the real-life conditions that the research subjects are subjected to. Therefore, 

not only the requirements and expectations for modern armaments must be 

revised [6], but the requirements contained in the normative documents as well. 

The main object of the research and analyses were vibrations appearing in 

stabilised armament systems, as these are key combat modules on military 

vehicles. The effectiveness of stabilised turret weapon systems depends mainly 

on the work parameters of the stabilising system [7], whose task is that of 

maintaining the aiming line set by the gunner [8]. The main part of the tower 

system fixtures, exposed to vibrations, makes up part of the stabilising system. 

In addition, the vibrations appearing in power generators were examined and 

researched as well; generators, subjected to vibrations, suffer accidental damage. 

Such damage appears as a result of accidentally changing the value of at least one 

of the product’s basic parameters beyond the acceptable threshold of tolerance, 

causing malfunctions.  
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Considering the demand for power necessary for the work of the stabilised 

armament system, which, depending on the weapon’s calibre (and therefore, by 

extension, its mass), may range from 7.2 kW (for stabilised turret weapon systems 

with 30 mm cannons, in extreme conditions) to as much as 24 kW (for stabilised 

turret weapon systems with 120 mm cannons, in extreme conditions), 

malfunctions limit the further use of the key fixtures that are the weapons. 

 

2. REQUIREMENTS OF POLISH AND FOREIGN STANDARDS 

 
In accordance with procedure 514.5, the MIL-STD-810F requirements 

contain detailed information and values of sinusoidal vibrations that devices 

should be subjected to while being examined for suitability for military vehicles 

(Fig. 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Vibration exposition for wheeled vehicles  

(METHOD 514.5, MIL-STD-810F) [9] 
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The requirements of the Polish NO-06-A103:2005 defence standard contain 

general information as well as the values of sinusoidal vibrations that devices 

should be subjected to while being examined for suitability for N10 group 

military vehicles; they are different from those of MIL-STD-810F. During the 

examination of N10 group devices, the amplitude of vibrations should, in 

accordance with the above-mentioned norm, be 60 m/s2 (6.12 g) in the entire 

frequency interval between 5 and 500 Hz. Divergence from this rule is allowed 

for N10 devices meant for installation in a tower (weapon system) after making 

an arrangement with the ordering party, with the allowed sinusoidal vibration 

frequency interval between 1 and 500 Hz and an acceleration amplitude of 30 

m/s2 (3.06 g). For N10 devices meant for installation in the engine and 

transmission compartment and at the vehicle’s bottom, the sinusoidal vibrations 

should fall between 1 and 500 Hz and have an acceleration amplitude of 100 m/s2 

(10.2 g) [10]. 

 

3. THEORETICAL ANALYSES 

 
Spectrum analysis is a key tool for examining vibration signals [11]. It is 

based on systematic vibration signal analysis, checking it for the presence of 

vibration images of all defects that may influence the installation in question [12, 

13, 14, 15, 16]. The work concentrates on the analysis of the vibrations appearing 

in the points presented in Figure 2. Every signal has a duration in time and is 

made up of a certain number of harmonics with an appropriate amplitude and 

initial phase. The number of harmonics, their amplitude, and initial phase depend 

on the signal’s form. Since the signal may be broken down into its harmonic 

component, its frequency representation exists [17]. Periodic signals can be 

presented using a combined (1) or trigonometric (3) Fourier series. 

𝑥(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑋𝑛 ∙ 𝑒𝑗𝑛𝜔1𝑡

∞

−∞

 (1) 

where: 

Xn – are the coefficients of the combined Fourier series 
 

𝑋𝑛 =
1

𝑇
∫ 𝑥(𝑡) ∙ 𝑒−𝑗𝑛𝜔1𝑡 ∙ 𝑑𝑡 = |𝑋𝑛| ∙

𝑡0+𝑇

𝑡0

𝑒−𝑗𝜑𝑛 (2) 

where: 

 |𝑋𝑛| – signal's amplitude spectrum 

 𝜑𝑛 – signal’s phase spectrum 
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𝑥(𝑡) =  
𝑎0

2
+ ∑[𝑎𝑛 ∙ cos 𝑛 𝜔1𝑡 + 𝑏𝑛 + sin 𝑛𝜔1𝑡]

∞

𝑛=1

 (3) 

where: 

𝑎0, 𝑎𝑛, 𝑏𝑛 − signal distribution coefficients with a period of T 

 𝜔1 − basic signal pulsation 
 

𝑎0 =
1

𝑇
∫ 𝑥(𝑡) ∙ 𝑑𝑡

𝑡0+𝑇

𝑡0

 (4) 

𝑎𝑛 =
2

𝑇
∫ 𝑥(𝑡) ∙ cos(𝑛𝜔1𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

𝑡0+𝑇

𝑡0

 (5) 

𝑏𝑛 =
2

𝑇
∫ 𝑥(𝑡) ∙ sin(𝑛𝜔1𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

𝑡0+𝑇

𝑡0

 (6) 

In relationships: 4, 5 and 6: 

 t0 – beginning of the signal’s period 

 t0 + T – end of the signal’s period 

 n – subsequent number of the signal’s harmonic 

             
2𝜋

𝑇
 – frequency of the signal’s base harmonic 

 

The spectrum analysis of the registered vibration signal was preceded by 

analysing the signal in order to determine whether it meets the Dirichlet 

conditions. The signals (functions) selected for analysis were absolutely 

integrable for any period (7), had a finite number of extremes for any timeframe, 

and had a finite number of continuous points for any timeframe [18]. 

∫ |𝑥(𝑡)|𝑑𝑡
∞

−∞

< ∞ (7) 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL TEST RESULTS 

 
The research subject was a heavy N10 group tank, with the examinations 

conducted on two types of terrain: a range path (Fig. 2) and cobblestones (Fig. 

2). These are the conditions that military vehicles are used in. The research was 

conducted for two different ride velocities: approx. 10 km/h and approx. 20 km/h. 
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Fig. 2. Range path on the left, cobblestones on the right (Source: Own study) 

The velocities were not chosen at random; they stem from research 

conducted in the 90s that assessed, among others, the impact of a vehicle’s 

velocity on the probability of striking a target [19]. Three-axis vibration sensors 

were placed on the object according to the adopted XYZ coordinate system (Fig. 

3). 
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Fig. 3. A sketch showing the tracked vehicle and the vibration sensor locations 

(1-Hull, 2-Sight, 3-APU) 

(in accordance with MIL-STD-810F: Longitudinal – X, Traverse – Y, Vertical – Z) 

Source: Own study 
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Given the fact that the aim of the study was to obtain the data needed to 

perform an analysis of the acceleration values appearing on elements of the turret 

weapon system, the power generator, and the upper plate, and the limitations 

pertaining to the article’s size do not permit a detailed presentation of all of the 

calculation and analysis results. Only selected calculations and analyses of cases 

where the vibration values exceeded those required by the norms will be shown. 
 

 
 

Fig.4. The acceleration spectrum in the XYZ axes on the APU for the frequency range 

between 5 and 500 Hz for range path drives and velocities of approx. 10 km/h and 20 

km/h. Source: Own study 
 

For the frequency range between 5 and 500 Hz (the range of the standards’ 

requirements), the highest effective acceleration values (RMS) were registered 

on the power generator unit (APU), found in the tracked vehicle's rear part.  
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Figures 4 and 5 show example signal spectra registered while driving on the 

range path (Figure 4), as well as those registered while driving on the 

cobblestones (Figure 5) for velocities of approx. 10 and 20 km/h. 

Tables 1 and 2 show the results of the analyses of the signals registered for 

the conditions described above; they are the effective, maximum and minimum 

acceleration values. 

 
Table 1. RMS, minimum, and maximum vibration values  (Source: Own study) 

 

Measurement axis_place of 

measurement_FT_velocity 
RMS [g] Min [g] Max [g] 

X_APU_FT_10_km\h 0.363 -1.76 1.73 

X_HULL_FT_10_km\h 0.148 -2.85 2.67 

X_SIGHT _FT_10_km\h 0.059 -0.29 0.29 

Y_APU_FT_10_km\h 0.776 -4.79 4.51 

Y_HULL_FT_10_km\h 0.135 -1.39 1.56 

Y_SIGHT _FT_10_km\h 0.084 -0.43 0.46 

Z_APU_FT_10_km\h 0.661 -3.37 4.07 

Z_HULL_FT_10_km\h 0.479 -3.56 3.48 

Z_SIGHT_FT_10_km\h 0.118 -0.80 0.69 

X_APU_FT_20_km\h 1.08 -5.22 5.61 

X_HULL_FT_20_km\h 0.291 -5.57 6.34 

X_SIGHT _FT_20_km\h 0.092 -0.55 0.50 

Y_APU_FT_20_km\h 0.768 -4.02 5.14 

Y_HULL_FT_20_km\h 0.240 -6.54 5.47 

Y_SIGHT _FT_20_km\h 0.113 -0.55 0.62 

Z_APU_FT_20_km\h 1.85 -7.42 7.51 

Z_HULL_FT_20_km\h 0.774 -7.47 7.90 

Z_SIGHT _FT_20_km\h 0.160 -1.01 0.98 
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Fig.5. The acceleration spectrum in the XYZ axes on the APU for the frequency range 

between 5 and 500 Hz for drives on cobblestones and velocities of approx. 10 km/h and 

20 km/h. Source: Own study 
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Table 2. RMS, minimum, and maximum vibration values (Source: Own study) 
 

Measurement axis_place of 

measurement_C_velocity 
RMS [g] Min [g] Max [g] 

X_APU_C_10_km\h 0.370 -2.02 1.95 

X_HULL_C_10_km\h 0.136 -1.95 1.77 

X_SIGHT _C_10_km\h 0.061 -0.35 0.29 

Y_APU_C_10_km\h 0.931 -4.26 3.71 

Y_HULL_C_10_km\h 0.125 -1.43 1.51 

Y_SIGHT_C_10_km\h 0.080 -0.40 0.49 

Z_APU_C_10_km\h 0.666 -3.19 4.29 

Z_HULL_C_10_km\h 0.436 -3.54 3.98 

Z_SIGHT_C_10_km\h 0.113 -0.67 0.71 

X_APU_C_20_km\h 0.918 -4.88 4.34 

X_HULL_C_20_km\h 0.227 -3.20 3.10 

X_SIGHT _C_20_km\h 0.091 -0.48 0.47 

Y_APU_C_20_km\h 0.748 -3.96 4.51 

Y_HULL_C_20_km\h 0.202 -1.63 1.94 

Y_SIGHT _C_20_km\h 0.103 -0.65 0.48 

Z_APU_C_20_km\h 1.55 -6.68 6.66 

Z_HULL_C_20_km\h 0.709 -5.83 4.95 

Z_SIGHT _C_20_km\h 0.147 -0.96 0.96 

 
The highest effective acceleration values (RMS) between 5 Hz and 4 kHz  

(a range beyond the standards’ requirements) were for the signals registered on 

the tracked vehicle’s hull. Figures 6 and 7 show the example signal spectra 

registered in the vehicle’s hull for drives on the range path (Figure 6) and 

cobblestones (Figure 7) with velocities of approx. 10 km/h and 20 km/h. Tables 

3 and 4 show the results of the analyses of the registered signals for the conditions 

described above; they are the effective, maximum, and minimum values. 
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Fig.6. The acceleration spectrum in the XYZ axes on the APU for the frequency range 

between 5 Hz and 4 kHz for range path drives and velocities of approx. 10 km/h and 20 

km/h. Source: Own study 
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Table 3. RMS, minimum and maximum vibration values (Source: Own study) 

 

Measurement axis_place of 

measurement_FT_velocity 

RMS 

[g] 

Min 

[g] 

Max 

[g] 

X_APU_FT_10_km\h 0.371 -2.22 3.53 

X_HULL_FT_10_km\h 0.860 -31.76 39.76 

X_SIGHT _FT_10_km\h 0.090 -1.92 2.32 

Y_APU_FT_10_km\h 0.786 -5.11 4.56 

Y_HULL_FT_10_km\h 0.756 -34.60 33.11 

Y_SIGHT _FT_10_km\h 0.096 -1.17 1.36 

Z_APU_FT_10_km\h 0.669 -3.26 4.18 

Z_HULL_FT_10_km\h 1.252 -34.27 37.47 

Z_SIGHT_FT_10_km\h 0.154 -1.73 1.99 

X_APU_FT_20_km\h 1.159 -9.51 11.99 

X_HULL_FT_20_km\h 2.432 -63.96 68.82 

X_SIGHT _FT_20_km\h 0.188 -3.29 3.30 

Y_APU_FT_20_km\h 0.865 -11.15 9.63 

Y_HULL_FT_20_km\h 2.180 -61.61 60.95 

Y_SIGHT _FT_20_km\h 0.155 -2.06 2.26 

Z_APU_FT_20_km\h 1.867 -7.78 8.95 

Z_HULL_FT_20_km\h 3.028 -67.20 71.68 

Z_SIGHT _FT_20_km\h 0.252 -3.27 3.55 
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Fig. 7. The acceleration spectrum in the XYZ axes on the APU for the frequency range 

between 5 Hz and 4 kHz for drives on cobblestones and velocities of approx. 10 km/h 

and 20 km/h. Source: Own study 
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Table 4. RMS, minimum and maximum vibration values (Source: Own study) 

 

Measurement axis_place of 

measurement_C_velocity 

RMS 

[g] 

Min 

[g] 
Max [g] 

X_APU_C_10_km\h 0.380 -2.64 2.37 

X_HULL_C_10_km\h 0.599 -26.22 29.85 

X_SIGHT _C_10_km\h 0.081 -2.01 1.95 

Y_APU_C_10_km\h 0.942 -4.38 4.09 

Y_HULL_C_10_km\h 0.571 -27.05 27.79 

Y_SIGHT_C_10_km\h 0.091 -0.79 1.13 

Z_APU_C_10_km\h 0.673 -3.39 4.33 

Z_HULL_C_10_km\h 1.074 -27.31 30.93 

Z_SIGHT_C_10_km\h 0.146 -2.07 2.12 

X_APU_C_20_km\h 0.981 -8.80 9.94 

X_HULL_C_20_km\h 1.148 -38.00 46.18 

X_SIGHT _C_20_km\h 0.117 -1.89 1.92 

Y_APU_C_20_km\h 0.820 -8.63 8.58 

Y_HULL_C_20_km\h 1.113 -48.43 44.81 

Y_SIGHT _C_20_km\h 0.122 -1.46 1.54 

Z_APU_C_20_km\h 1.557 -7.06 6.86 

Z_HULL_C_20_km\h 1.947 -56.83 67.16 

Z_SIGHT _C_20_km\h 0.200 -1.94 1.70 

 

5. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 

 
Analysing the 5-500 Hz spectral distributions of the acceleration values on 

the APU while driving on the range path and on cobblestones, one may conclude 

that the greatest acceleration amplitudes appear in the same range no matter the 

velocity; frequency components close to 50 Hz appeared only in the X axis for 

the velocity of approx. 10 km/h. 

Analysing the maximum acceleration values, one may conclude that the 

maximum acceleration values for approx. 20 km/h exceed those required by NO-

06-A103:2005 and are greater than 6.12 g, both on the range path and on 

cobblestones. The highest amplitudes were registered on the vehicle’s upper plate 

in the Z axis during the range path drive at approx. 20 km/h and were -7.47 g and 

7.90 g. 
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Analysing the spectral distributions of the acceleration value on the APU 

during a range path drive in relation to MIL-STD-810F for the 5-500 Hz 

frequency range, one may conclude, that the power spectral density exceeds the 

requirements presented on Fig. 1 for the frequency range between approx. 20 and 

50 Hz. 

The spectral distributions of acceleration power density for the frequency 

range between 5 Hz and 4 kHz and the maximum acceleration values registered 

during the range path drive and on cobblestones merit particular attention. The 

subsystems of stabilised turret weapon systems and power generators meant for 

mounting on track-group vehicles are not examined in the above frequency range, 

and the excess above the requirements of the NO-06-A103:2005 and MIL-STD-

810F standards are significant. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 
The NO-06-A103:2005 standard should be revised after obtaining and 

closely examining the results of analogous research on multiple N10 and N11 

objects. However, presently one can clearly conclude that the requirements of 

NO-06-A103:2005, imposing laboratory examinations for the 5-500 Hz 

frequency range and an amplitude of 60 m/s2 (6.12 g). A linear description of 

constant-amplitude frequency changes to the Polish standard may only take place 

during laboratory research; the adoption of a random change in MIL-STD-810F 

seems to be the correct approach, reflecting the real exposures an object is 

subjected to. NO-06-A103:2005 and MIL-STD-810F contain ranges and 

exposure values that turned out to be a subset of the values registered during the 

research. However, research conducted on a single N11 object is not a reliable 

sample. 

In order to confirm the correctness of the obtained results and the adopted 

thesis, research on other N10 objects should be conducted as well. 

The real-life vibration range and frequency for an N10 group vehicle are 

different from those that devices intended for mounting on N10 vehicles are 

exposed to during laboratory research. It is therefore necessary to conduct 

analogous examinations and analyses for the N11 group, devices meant for 

installation in light tanks, infantry combat vehicles, wheeled armoured personnel 

carriers, and built-in on-base objects in order to find them. 
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Analiza i problem drgań występujących w pojeździe 

wojskowym grupy N10 z zainstalowanym ręcznie 

sterowanym modułem uzbrojenia 
 

Maciej DORCZUK 

Wojskowy Instytut Techniki Pancernej i Samochodowej  

Okuniewska 1. 05-070 Sulejówek 

 
Streszczenie. Artykuł przedstawia wyniki przeprowadzonych badań, obliczeń i analiz  

w zakresie drgań występujących na elementach wyposażenia jednego pojazdu 

gąsienicowego z grupy N10 (klasyfikacja wg NO-06-A103:2005). Przeprowadzone 

badania miały na celu zapoznanie się z drganiami występującym na stabilizowanym 

systemie wieżowym (systemie uzbrojenia) oraz urządzeniu zasilającym system wieżowy. 

Analizy przeprowadzono w aspekcie wymagań polskiej normy obronnej NO-06-

A103:2005 oraz MIL-STD-810F. 

Słowa kluczowe:  drgania, pojazdy gąsienicowe, systemy wieżowe 
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